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Dear editor

We thank the editor-in-chief for giving us an opportunity to respond to the letter from Dong et al regarding our study. We are also thankful to Dong, Qunya and Wu, Wenzhe for their attention to our work and their expert opinion. It is a great honor that our study has been read precisely by other researchers. Herein, we provide our responses to their concerns regarding our work.

First, we searched the Web of Science Core Collection using the terms “acupuncture OR electroacupuncture” AND “cervical pain OR neck pain” on December 4, 2020. This search identified 658 articles at that time. However, on November 2, 2021, a search with the same search terms retrieved in 656 articles. After that, we searched using the suggested search terms, “acupuncture OR electroacupuncture OR electro-acupuncture OR warm needling OR fire needling OR plum blossom needling” AND “cervical pain OR neck pain OR cervicodynia* OR cervicalgia* OR cervicogenic pain OR neckache” with “topic,” and the search retrieved 665 articles. Compared to the results of the search with the previous terms on the same day, there were nine additional articles.

None of the nine articles met the inclusion criteria of our study. One study1 was not written in English, five studies2–6 did not deal with neck pain, two studies7,8 did not use acupuncture as an intervention, and one study9 was not a human study. Therefore, the suggested search method will not change the results of our study.

However, we agree with the researchers’ concise scheme when searching for data. We believe that the more specific the search term, the higher the quality of the data. However, our results were not affected by the search terms. Therefore, we believe that more detailed search terms will be needed in future bibliometric studies to include the maximum number of eligible studies.

Second, as rightly identified by Dong et al, the exact database that we used was the Web of Science Core Collection.

We hope that other researchers will refer to our work and communication for their research using bibliometric analysis.
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